5 THINGS TO KNOW
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Ares Management is backing an Astorgled group’s £1.7bn bid for Euromoney,
in the latest sign of private debt’s ability
to finance large deals during market
volatility. p. 11
Soaring financing costs for CLO funds
is putting added pressure on the cost
of debt for European leveraged loan
borrowers. p. 12

Asset Manager MidOcean Partners
has launched Women’s Awareness

Initiative, a program that seeks to
bridge the gender diversity gap in
the asset management industry. p. 13
Credit default swap trading volumes
have skyrocketed this year as it has
become harder for investors to buy
and sell corporate bonds. p. 15

Driven by steep market value losses
across May and June, US leveraged
loans posted negative returns of
-4.45% in the second quarter, the
worst quarterly return since 1Q20. p. 18

WHAT TO WATCH

Middle market held up in a volatile 2Q22;
challenges lie ahead
In a quarter ruled by volatility, middle
market loan volume, including syndicated

Non-sponsored 2Q22 issuance

US$11.6bn
2Q22 direct lending LBO loan volume

was evident for most of the quarter.
In the secondary market, bids tumbled as

40% to US$77.7bn in 2Q22 and was almost

investor sentiment shifted dramatically and

on par with year-ago levels of US$78.9bn

risk aversion increased. However, middle

(Fig. 1).

market loans declined by 133bp on average

There was a marked pickup of activity in

in 2Q22, easily outperforming the LPC 100

2Q22 across all middle market segments

(the most liquid loans in the large corporate

and in contrast to 1Q22, when 77% of

market) which tumbled by nearly 500bp.

respondents to Refinitiv LPC’s Quarterly

In the primary market, 1H22 middle market

Survey said they were not able to lend

issuance was 5% ahead of year-ago levels

as much as they wanted to, over half

at US$133.3bn. In contrast, overall market

of respondents said they did in 2Q22.

leveraged loan volume was down 31% in the

Non-sponsored syndicated loan issuance

same period. Middle market lenders said

was up 37% from 1Q22, while sponsored

that after a slow start to the year, activity

issuance increased 67% in the syndicated

picked up significantly and they are still

market and 33% in the direct lending market.

seeing a decent number of deals coming

While the return of volatility was one

to market although things might be starting

of the main themes on lenders’ minds,

to slow down.

the middle market was mostly unfazed

40%

US$34bn

syndicated market and the middle market

and direct lending executions, jumped

and the disconnect between the broadly

Increase in total middle market
lending in 2Q22

By Diana Diquez

(MIDDLE MARKET REVIEW cont’d on p. 2)

1H22 Overall Middle Market Sponsored Bookrunner
			
Rank Lender Parent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

JP Morgan
Wells Fargo & Co
BofA Securities
PNC Bank
US Bancorp
Citizens Financial Group
Capital One Financial Corp
Truist Financial
BMO Capital Markets Financing Inc
BOK Financial Corp
RBC Capital Markets
Fifth Third Bank
Regions Bank
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Inc
Toronto Dominion Bank

Pro Rata
Volume (USD)

$20,760,367,875.00
19,970,680,000.00
17,220,528,000.00
11,142,386,800.00
9,487,970,000.00
6,814,639,107.49
5,927,865,740.00
5,287,284,370.00
5,154,776,000.00
5,011,000,000.00
4,840,750,000.00
4,645,350,000.00
4,382,600,000.00
4,159,750,000.00
3,890,580,000.00

# of
Deals
112
84
83
49
36
43
27
27
30
20
16
21
28
18
18

Market
Share

10.27%
9.88
8.52
5.51
4.70
3.37
2.93
2.62
2.55
2.48
2.40
2.30
2.17
2.06
1.93

Source: Refinitiv LPC
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1H22 Overall Middle Market Non-Sponsored Bookrunner
			
Rank Lender Parent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Wells Fargo & Co
JP Morgan
BofA Securities
PNC Bank
BOK Financial Corp
US Bancorp
CIBC
Citizens Financial Group
BNP Paribas SA
KeyBank
Huntington Bancshares
Texas Capital Bancshares Inc
Truist Financial
BMO Capital Markets Financing Inc
Citi

Pro Rata
Volume (USD)

$11,388,080,000.00
9,520,701,690.68
7,321,836,333.34
5,202,220,913.30
3,699,785,714.28
2,280,902,380.96
1,920,445,824.35
1,790,089,740.45
1,163,224,880.45
1,123,706,835.63
1,104,206,666.67
1,070,952,380.95
988,892,187.51
904,333,333.35
848,166,666.67

Deal
Count
72
85
60
38
20
22
36
26
7
14
12
7
16
17
11

NON-SPONSORED MOVES ALONG
Bankers that focus on the non-sponsored

Market
Share

space described 2Q22 as a calm quarter, in

18.38%
15.37
11.82
8.40
5.97
3.68
3.10
2.89
1.88
1.81
1.78
1.73
1.60
1.46
1.37

which corporate issuers were still looking at
opportunities but were also more cautious
given increased economic uncertainty and
many headwinds.
Volume for this segment followed the
typical trend of a pickup in the second
quarter after a slow first quarter. Nonsponsored syndicated loan issuance was
up 37% quarter-over-quarter to US$33.7bn

Source: Refinitiv LPC

in 2Q22 and was just below 2Q21 levels.
New money lending bounced back to
US$15.8bn, after retreating in 1Q22 (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Middle market loan issuance
increased 40% to US$78bn in 2Q22

Part of the increase in new money came
from more M&A loan volume, which edged
higher to US$3.4bn in 2Q22. However,
at these levels, it was much lower than
the totals seen in the last two quarters of
2021 (Fig. 3).
VOLATILITY LEADS TO CAUTION
Volatility has put a damper on M&A activity
in the corporate space and there has been a
slowdown on this front, lenders said. Some
said they have seen a few plans put on hold
while others said that they are just seeing

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Fig. 2: Non-sponsored syndicated middle market volume
jumped to US$34bn in 2Q22

fewer asks relative to last year.
“If I am a founder of a company or the family
of a founder, I am not going to take the risk
of adding a lot of debt to my balance sheet
when there is a potential recession that is
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Fig. 3: Middle market non-sponsored syndicated M&A
inched higher to US$3.4bn in 2Q22
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going to slow down my earnings at a time

Data for non-sponsored non-M&A related

when I am facing so many cost pressures,”

revolvers did show a widening in pricing

said one banker. “Last year, it was much

in 2Q22, but lenders said this was not a

easier as debt was a lot cheaper and the

widespread phenomenon. The average

economy was in an upward trajectory

spread on non-sponsored, non-M&A

coming out of Covid.”

related revolvers was 191bp in the large

Volatility has also led to more caution and

middle market in 2Q22, just 8bp above

scrutiny by credit committees. More thought

1Q22 levels, but up 27bp year-over year. In

is going into approval processes, given that

the traditional middle market, the average

there is so much uncertainty surrounding

spread was up more significantly by 44bp

the economy. Lenders said there are too

and 30bp, respectively, to 227bp in 2Q22.

many questions, the main one being if there
is a recession, how deep is it going to be?

MORE UNCERTAINTY AHEAD

“Given so many unknowns, we are being

Lenders that focus on the non-sponsored

asked to not only run a base case and a

space said they are awaiting 2Q22 results

downside case, but we are also being

to see how companies are tracking given

asked to run a soft-landing scenario,” said

all the headwinds.

the same banker.

“For us it’s going to be a very important

Bankers are also being pressured on the

quarter as we will see how the numbers look

return side, but most said there has not

after a quarter that will reflect the full effect

really been much change in pricing.

of rising transportation costs, rising wages,

“There has been a lot of chatter about

continued pressure on raw materials, and

Review are occasionally subject to change because of pricing ne-

increasing pricing given broader market

rising borrowing costs,” said a third banker.

gotiations that may continue after deals are first made public. If you

dynamics, but that has not materialized,”

“I definitely expect to see some softness.”

said another banker. “There has been a

Others said they don’t expect many

buildup in deposits and banks still have a

negative surprises for the second quarter

lot of cash to put to work, so there is a lot

numbers but are uncertain about what is

its databases and publications are accurate, it does not guarantee
their accuracy. Loan data included in Gold Sheets Middle Market

notice any inaccuracies or incompleteness in the pricing statistics
in Gold Sheets Middle Market Review, please notify Jon Methven
at jonathan.methven@refinitiv.com 888-319-5216 or email at lpc.
info@refinitiv.com. Gold Sheets Middle Market Review is available
real-time via the world wide web on Loan Connector. Data are not
derived from confidential information available to Refinitiv LPC
through its client relationships.

of competition, and I have not seen much
movement in pricing.”
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Fig. 4: Total sponsored issuance
(syndicated + direct) was up 42% from 1Q22

BDC Collateral

The one-stop resource for
analyzing BDCs holdings and
performance
Use BDC Collateral to view the
underlying assets of BDCs and
track exposures by a number
of different metrics.
BDC Collateral provides a
standardized view of the BDC
asset class, arming CFOs
within BDC managers,
research analysts, investors,
and valuation firms with news,
data and analytical insights on
nearly 100 public and private
BDCs.

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Fig. 5: There was 4.6x more LBO volume in the direct
lending market vs. syndicated market in 1H22

Source: Refinitiv LPC

coming in the second half of the year.

SPONSORED STANDS STRONG

“Borrowers are not as freaked out as

The sponsored middle market also

the banks. Yes, there are challenges,

had a strong performance in 2Q22.

companies are dealing with inflation, but

At US$44bn spread over 402 deals,

oil has come back a little and supply and

total sponsored middle market volume

labor issues have gotten a little better. So

including syndicated and direct executions

I don’t think the numbers will be that bad,

was up from US$31bn over 307 deals in

costs can still be passed along for the most

1Q22 (Fig. 4). Though both direct and

part. The future is scarier than the present,”

syndicated sponsored loan volumes were

said a fourth banker. “If there is a really bad

up from 1Q22, syndicated lending dropped

recession these challenges could snowball

34% year-over-year while direct lending

into real issues, but if it’s just a pullback in

was up 41%.

capital spending then maybe it will not be
that big of a deal.”

That data is enhanced with
exclusive analysis from across
the universe of Refinitiv and
LPC offerings, including
Refinitiv™ Loan Connector®,
DealScan, LPC Collateral,
Eikon and the LSTA/Refinitiv
Mark-to-Market Pricing Service.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
lpc.info@refinitiv.com
www.loanpricing.com

After a slow start, direct lenders said
dealflow picked up pace in 2Q22, but
there are some signs that might suggest

4
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Fig. 6: Middle market direct lending LBO volume of
US$11.6bn in 2Q22 was 50% higher year-over-year

a slowdown ahead.
“April to the end of July will probably be the
busiest four months that we’ve ever had. We
have just continued to grow as a firm, and
took advantage of increased activity,” said
a direct lender that focuses on the smaller
end of the middle market. “However, our
pipeline of active opportunities has been
shrinking but we expect this will end up
being a really good year.”
For the first half, total middle market
sponsored volume of US$75bn was just
above the US$73bn logged in 1H21. In
contrast, large corporate syndicated

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Fig. 7: Premium between direct lending and
institutional yields tightened in 2Q22

sponsored lending collapsed 52% in the
same period to US$174bn, and many
committed deals remained in banks’
balance sheets at the end of the second
quarter.
DIRECT LENDING DOMINATES
Direct lenders continue to take market
share in the sponsored middle market.
While the ratio of middle market sponsored
direct to syndicated volume declined to 2.2
times in 2Q22, it was more than double
2Q21’s level and for 1H22, direct lending
volume outpaced syndicated volume by

Source: Refinitiv LPC

2.4 times, up from 2.0 times in 2021 (Fig. 5).

“Sponsors are just getting more acclimated

corporate syndicated institutional issuance

But the dominance of direct lending over

as the years go by on the value of direct

was down 61% year over year in 1H22.

syndicated deals was most evident in LBO

lenders,” said a banker that focuses on

The direct lending market offered an

activity. The volume of middle market LBOs

the sponsored space. “And with the level

effective alternative source of financing

financed in the direct lending market was

of volatility that hit in 2Q22, it was very

for these larger deals. Overall unitranche

almost 5.0 times higher than the volume of

tough to syndicate a deal. We are dealing

loan volume of US$38.3bn was up 56%

syndicated LBOs in 2Q22, and 4.6 times

with some underwritten positions that we

from 1Q22. Leading the increase were

in 1H22, all-time highs. Only 18% of total

entered two and a half to three months ago

large corporate issuers with US$25.6bn

middle market LBO volume in 1H22 was

and there are so many questions, timing is

in issuance in 2Q22.

syndicated.

huge, what is the correct timing? When is

The resilience of the direct lending market

the next big deal going to launch? And how

despite broader market volatility, while

is that going to affect my deal?”

embraced by lenders that had to put a lot

Though far from 4Q21’s record levels,
direct lending LBO loan volume of
US$11.6bn was 50% higher year-over-year,

Middle market issuers are not the only

while it dropped 64% in the syndicated

ones seeking direct lending solutions.

middle market (Fig. 6).

With investors in risk-off mode, large

of money to work, also raised concerns.
“We are very busy doing deals, but when
(MM REVIEW cont’d on page 6)
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Fig. 8: Unitranche blended spreads
averaged 596bp in 2Q22

you look around and you see the state of
the equity and high yield markets and the
fact that we might be on the verge of this
recession, it feels like we have blinders
on,” said another direct lender.
PRICING DICHOTOMY
Pricing was a clear indicator of the
disconnect between direct lending and the
broadly syndicated markets in 2Q22. After
many quarters of stability, yields jumped
in the direct lending space in 2Q22. The
average all-in-yield on first-lien middle
market term loans (including unitranches)
widened by 106bp for direct-lender deals

Source: Refinitiv LPC

the syndicated market in reaction to market

in yields was mostly due to rising base

However, the premium between these

volatility. At this level, the direct lending

rates. Spreads widened only slightly and,

deals and broadly syndicated term loans

premium is at its lowest level since 2Q20,

in the case of unitranches, were flat at an

to single-B issuers fell to 142bp in 2Q22 as

when the premium was almost non-existent.

average of 596bp (Fig. 8). And unlike the

yields increased at a much higher rate in

In the direct lending market, the increase

broadly syndicated market that saw OIDs in

to 8.21% (Fig. 7).

GOLD SHEETS MIDDLE MARKET DIGITAL
As part of Refinitiv LPC’s ongoing efforts to increase accessibility to our products and to
be environmentally responsible, our Gold Sheets Middle Market publication is now
available in an electronic format.
The digital version of Gold Sheets Middle Market provides the same news, analytics and
league tables users have grown accustomed to in a revamped, interactive format.
The e-reader platform:
• brings the middle market lending world to your laptop, tablet or smartphone
• displays our latest news, along with interactive graphics
• ensures instant access to our market-leading coverage
• eliminates the use of paper
For more information contact your LPC representative or e-mail lpc.info@refinitv.com.
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the low 90s, the OID component of yields

shift towards the end. Some said that in

to be a more disciplined approach in the

for direct lending deals was only slightly

the last month they have seen spreads

market and that is not a bad thing. People

up this quarter.

widen in the range of 50-75bp for some

are going to have second thoughts about

“Everyone is looking at what is happening

credits and in some cases, incremental

doing a 7.0 times deal in this environment.

in the broadly syndicated world with OIDs

facilities are getting priced wider than the

“There is not tremendous pressure to say

in the 90’s, and it has made us take a

original deal. While lenders continue to be

yes to everything. You can be choosier and

pause,” said a third direct lender. “But it

busy with deals, it seems the pipeline has

pricing has started to widen, at least for the

has not really stopped anything because

slowed somewhat and this could lead to

cuspier credits, so the risk adjusted return

the amount of money raised needs to be

a slower late 3Q22 and 4Q22.

makes more sense,” said a fifth direct lender.

put to work and continues to drive fierce

Even so, they expect activity will remain

In fact, lenders are very concerned about

competition in the direct lending space.

robust with more deals shifting to the

a potential recession and the effect it will

We are still doing things at a discount of

direct lending market. While many agree

have on their portfolios, and many say that

98. Maybe we try to get an extra 25bp in

that direct lenders will take a breather this

sentiment is changing quickly.

the spread, but we are not going to lose

quarter and exhibit more caution, good

“With the level of volatility that is out

a deal to pricing.

deals will still get a lot of demand and could

there, I have seen conversations change

get done with loose terms.

from just two months and even two weeks

PLAYING CATCH UP

“Many of the lenders are ahead of budget

ago,” said the third direct lender. “Lenders’

For most of the second quarter, it was

so they’re going to be more selective,” said

view of credit has changed, and we need

business as usual in the direct lending

a fourth direct lender. “There is no need to

to figure out what kinds of triggers to put

space, but lenders said they noticed a

catch a falling knife. I think there’s going

in a deal to adapt to this changing market.”

Extensive Green & ESG
Financing Coverage
International Financing Review (IFR) provides incisive
news, data and analysis on green and ESG market activity
across all asset classes through IFRe.com and via the IFR
ESG Financing Briefing – a daily e-mail subscription
service.
Loan Connector, Refinitiv LPC’s flagship loan market
platform, offers enhanced coverage of the market with
green and sustainability-linked league tables, the Green
Lending Review newsletter and comprehensive ESG and
green loans data in DealScan, the world’s top source for
historical deal information on the global loan markets.
cmi.americassales@refinitiv.com
ifre.com
loanpricing.com
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PRICING PULSE
Middle market term loan yields
Fig. 1: Middle market quarterly
term loan yields

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Fig. 3: Middle market yield flexes

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Fig. 2: Middle market term
loan yields by purpose (2022TD)

Fig. 4: Middle market vs. large corporate

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Overall institutional market primary yields continue to widen significantly this quarter. The average yield, assuming a 3-year term to
repayment on all first-lien institutional term loan Bs is 10.25% so far in July, up from 8.29% in June. Deals have been making their way
into the institutional market in July at very high levels of pricing. While base rates are on the rise providing a boost to yields, very wide
discounts have been the main driver of the jump in yields this month. The average OID is at 92.17 so far in July, up from 97.34 in 2Q22.
In turn, the contribution of this component to yields has increased to above 300bp, from 163bp in June. One middle market issuer that
tapped the institutional market in July was Natus Medical. The US$412.6m first-lien term loan backed the company’s buyout by ArchiMed.
The deal priced at 550bp over SOFR with an OID of 93, resulting in a primary yield of above 10%. So far this year, middle market yields
are at 7.50%, up from 6.04% in 4Q21. Large corporate yields are at a year-to-date average of 5.84%, up 130bp from 4Q21 levels.

For more statistics and analysis, see the middle market section on
www.loanconnector.com
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BDC NEWS
GOLUB BDC ORIGINATES
US$450M

Golub Capital BDC originated US$449.6m in
new middle-market investment commitments
in its fiscal third quarter, according to a press
release.
Roughly 93% of the new commitments were
one-stop loans, 2% were senior secured loans
and 5% were equity and other securities. Of the
new middle market investment commitments,
US$350m funded at close.
Total investments at fair value increased by
approximately 3.5%, or US$187.5m, during the
three months ended June 30.
GBDC is an externally-managed, nondiversified closed-end management
investment company treated as a business
development company. It invests primarily in
one-stop and other senior secured loans to
middle market companies often sponsored
by private equity investors.
GBDC’s investment activities are managed
by its investment adviser, GC Advisors LLC,
an affiliate of direct lender Golub Capital LLC.
As of April 1, 2022, Golub Capital had over
US$50bn of capital under management.

BDCs are outperforming equities,
lagging leveraged loans in 2022

Source: Cliffwater, S&P/LSTA, S&P 500

The average BDC share price-to-book value
has declined to 0.86x*

BXSL AMENDS FACILITY

BDC Blackstone Secured Lending Fund has
amended a credit agreement with Citigroup,
according to a June 28 filing with the Securities
and Exchange Commission.
The second amendment amends and
restates a senior secured credit facility dated
June 30, 2021.
It provides for an upsize of its revolving
credit to US$1.55bn from US$1.2bn and the
term loan to US$75m from US$74.5m.
It also grows the accordion feature on the
revolver to up to US$2.625bn from up to
US$1.625bn.
The amendment extends the revolver’s
availability period to June 2026 from June
2025 and the maturity date to 2027 from 2026.
It additionally replaces the Libor benchmark
with SOFR pricing and resets the minimum
shareholders’ equity test.
BXSL primarily invests in the first lien senior
secured debt of private companies in the US.

Source: Refinitiv Workspace

BDC portfolio loan yields continued to tighten

BENEFIT STREET BDC COMPLETES
RAISE

Franklin BSP Lending Corp, a Benefit Street
Partners business development company, has
completed a US$235m equity capital raise,
according to a press release.
The company has also entered into a
US$495m corporate revolver.
Gold Sheets Middle Market Review – July 2022

Source: Refinitiv’s BDC Collateral
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IN FOCUS

Indsutry Scorecard
Looking at US syndicated nonsponsored middle market loan activity
across sectors through the first half of the
year shows the oil and gas industry leads
in volume with US$10.7bn, a whopping 81%
higher year-over-year (Fig. 1).
Last year, the oil and gas sector led
all sectors in non-sponsored mid-market
volume with US$14.1bn. With energy
prices climbing higher this year, there
is more confidence around the sector,
helping to boost loan volumes. The next
highest sector for 1H22 non-sponsored
middle market volume is wholesale with
US$5.8bn, 14% behind year-over-year.
The wholesale sector finished second in
volumes in 2021 and so far, has held onto
that spot. Rounding out the top five spots
for middle market non-sponsored volumes
are technology, manufacturing, and
business services, with business services
seeing the biggest change from the
year-ago level, 29% lower through 1H22.
Shifting over to the syndicated sponsored
middle market shows the manufacturing
sector leads in volumes through the first
half of the year, with US$2.2bn in volume,
32% lower year-over-year (Fig. 2).
In 2021, the manufacturing sector was
the third-highest sector for volumes in
the sponsored middle market, behind
business services and healthcare. So far
this year, business services has slipped
to the second place slot with US$2.0bn
in sponsored middle market volume,
60% lower than the year-ago level. The
services, oil and gas and healthcare
sectors round out the top five sectors for
sponsored volumes. What role has M&A
activity played in US syndicated middle
market volume so far this year? Looking at
Figure 3. shows the technology sector has
led the way in 1H22 with US$1.6bn in M&A
volume. Despite taking the top spot, that
number is a notable 59% lower than the
same period last year. The manufacturing
sector comes next with US$1.5bn in middle
market M&A volume this year, 27% lower
year-over-year. The services, healthcare
and business services sector round out
the top five slots for M&A volume, with
services being the only sector showing
a year-over-year gain.

Fig. 1: Non-sponsored mid-market oil & gas sector
volume up 81% year-over-year

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Fig. 2: Manufacturing sector led in syndicated sponsored
middle market volume in 1H22

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Fig. 3: Despite leading in middle market M&A volume in 1H22,
tech sector is 59% lower year-over-year

Source: Refinitiv LPC
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IN THE NEWS
Ares to back Euromoney buyout
Ares Management is backing an Astorg-led
group’s £1.7bn bid for Euromoney, in the latest
sign of private debt’s ability to finance large
deals during market volatility.
Financial publisher Euromoney has
accepted the offer from private equity firms
Astorg Asset Management and Epiris. It’s a
rare success for dealmakers who have seen
buyout processes dry up as the cost of debt
soars and valuations tank on the back of fears
of a recession.
Euromoney’s buyout will see the company
split into two businesses. Astorg is taking
control of Euromoney’s Fastmarkets division
and Epiris is taking over the remaining
businesses, including asset management.
Ares, which is providing debt funding to
the consortium, is also providing an equity
co-investment, meaning that the firm will
indirectly own 12.8% of the new company,
according to a July 18 filing. Astorg will own
73% and Epiris Funds will own 14.19%.
The acquisition financing comprises a
£725m unitranche facility, a £130m capex loan
facility that will be used for capital expenditure,
and a £30m six-year super senior multicurrency revolving credit facility.
The seven-year unitranche facility is made
up of a £56.4m PIK Lithium loan, a £268.6m
non-PIK Lithium loan and a £400m nonlithium loan, while the seven-year capex
loan comprises a £100m Lithium loan and a
£30m non-Lithium loan. Lithium refers to a

BANKS BRACE FOR LEVERAGED
LOAN PAIN

European banks reporting earnings are
expected to take some pain from an estimated
€25bn-equivalent in hung leveraged
financings that were underwritten before
borrowing costs soared.
Banks including Barclays, BNP Paribas,
Credit Suisse and Deutsche Bank are all
reporting quarterly earnings. All four banks
have sold leveraged loans at a loss in the
market – and are still sitting on deals yet to
be syndicated.
The banks are expected to follow their US
counterparts in reporting losses related to
leveraged loan exposure. Bank of America
said that it had taken a US$320m hit in
markdowns, while JP Morgan reported a
US$257m loss on leveraged loans and
Goldman Sachs wrote down US$225m.
European banks are unlikely to report losses
to that extent as the volume of leveraged
loans underwritten and still stuck on balance
sheets is not as large as the US’s estimated

By Eleanor Duncon and Candy Chan

part of Euromoney’s division after separation
between Astorg, Epiris and Ares Equity.
Pricing for loans other than the PIK are
linked to gross leverage. Prior to separation,
for more than 5.25 times the margin is 775bp;
for more than 4.75 times it is 750bp; for more
than 4.25 times it is 725bp; and for 4.25 times
ot lower it is 700bp.
After separation, for greater than 5.8 times
the margin is 750bp; for more than 5.3 times
it is 725bp; for more than 4.8 times it is 700bp
and for 4.8 times or lower it is 675bp.
The PIK loan carries a margin of 10%.
The interest rate comprises Sonia+CAS for
sterling, Euribor for euros and SOFR+CAS
for dollars. A 0.25% Sonia/0% Euribor/0.25%
SOFR floor is applicable.
The CAS for sterling is 3.26bp for one-month
or less, 6.33bp for two months or less, 11.93bp
for three months or less and 27.66bp for six
months or less. For US dollars the CAS is
11.448bp for one-month or less, 18.456bp for
two months or less, 26.161bp for three months
or less and 42.826bp for six months or less.
The RCF has a commitment fee of 35% of
the applicable margin.
SLOW GOING
New deals are few and far between in
the market at present. Potential sellers are
putting deals on hold, while some bidders are
dropping out of processes when confronted
with the cost of debt. Walgreen Boots Alliance
US$50bn in hung deals.
And unlike in the 2008 financial crisis, banks
are now relatively flush with capital so they
can afford to take the hit and move on.
Still, the pain is unlikely to be insignificant.
Leveraged finance desks have been sitting
on underwrites that were inked as long as 10
months ago in the hope that the market tone
will improve. But in recent weeks, leveraged
finance desks have been dumping hundreds
of millions of euros in acquisition-related debt
at distressed prices following pressure from
senior executives to clear their balance sheets
-- and there are more underwrites still to shed.
Credit Suisse recently sold a €350m highyield bond backing the acquisition of Belgiumheadquartered chemical company Manuchar
by Lone Star Funds at a price of 86. That
acquisition was inked in January, when deals
were selling near par in the primary markets.
The Swiss bank in June already predicted an
overall second-quarter loss in what was its
third profit warning since January.
BNP Paribas is one of the main four
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abandoned its £5bn sale of UK pharmacy chain
Boots, citing the impact of market instability
on financing availability.
Meanwhile, banks are struggling to sell down
the €25bn-equivalent of M&A underwrites that
they are still sitting on, meaning they have
limited balance sheet capacity for new deals.
“Banks are trying to chip away at their
backlog so that they can underwrite again,”
said a senior leveraged finance banker.
Direct lenders have been increasingly taking
market share from skittish banks with a pitch
of certainty of funding. And as the market is
so volatile, borrowers are finding that in some
cases, direct lenders are proving to be a
cheaper source of funding than the syndicated
market. Debt costs in the leveraged finance
market have soared on the back of spiraling
inflation, rate rises and the looming threat of
a recession.
A group of five private debt managers
including Blackstone Credit and Goldman
Sachs recently edged out banks to provide a
€1bn unitranche facility backing Envirotainer’s
acquisition by EQT and Mubadala. And CVC
Partners is set to fund its purchase of Visma’s IT
consulting business with a €400m unitranche
facility from Blackstone.
A spokesperson for Ares declined to
comment. A request for comment to Astorg
was not returned by press time.

banks that underwrote a £6.6bn-equivalent
financing backing CD&R’s acquisition of UK
supermarket Morrisons. Underwriters have
been losing money on that deal, with private
placements of portions of the deal selling
anywhere from the mid-90s to 85 cents on
the euro. Deutsche Bank also owns a piece
of that underwriting.
Meanwhile, Barclays sold around €1bn
of loans backing Apollo’s acquisition of
Worldline’s payment terminal to Pimco at 85
cents on the euro. Bank of America was also
an underwriter on that deal.
When the market is hot, debt backing
buyouts is usually sold at or near par.
A spokesperson for Barclays declined to
comment. Spokespersons for BNP Paribas,
Credit Suisse and Deutsche Bank did not
immediately return comment.
STILL GOING
Banks sitting on M&A underwrites are still
selling chunks of the financing off via private
(NEWS cont’d on page 12)
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IN THE NEWS
Leveraged loan costs to soar as CLOs reprice

By Prudence Ho

Soaring financing costs for CLO funds is
putting added pressure on the cost of debt
for European leveraged loan borrowers.
CLO funds are the biggest buyers of
leveraged loans, meaning that they have
an outsized influence on pricing dynamics
in the asset class. However, managers have
struggled to find buyers for CLO bonds,
especially for the Triple A tranche, which
makes up around 60% of a CLO’s total
financing costs.
Anchorage Capital landed the Triple A
tranche of its latest CLO at a whopping 212bp
over Euribor on July 14 – a sharp repricing
compared to the equivalent tranche of
Investcorp’s Harvest CLO XXIX, which priced
at 160bp just six days prior. It is the highest
level seen in the market since just after the
peak of the Covid-19 crisis in April 2020.
“The CLO machine has stopped because
you have limited Triple A buyers,” said a senior
executive at a large CLO investor. “Investors
who bought Triple As at 112bp in May are now
down around 10 points. CLOs are on sale and
nobody wants them.”
Other managers looking to print CLOs are
expected to print at similar levels. Barings has
widened the pricing on offer on the Triple A
tranche of its deal to 225bp, according to
market sources.
The repricing means that CLO managers
are demanding a higher return on loans that
they buy in order to rebalance the arbitrage.
CLOs are investment vehicles that contain

bundles of leveraged loans. The managers of
those vehicles have to manage the so-called
arbitrage – the difference between the value
of the assets and liabilities – in order to make
the math work.
Banks and private equity sponsors are now
under pressure to tailor terms of deals in favor
of CLOs, pushing up borrowing costs in the
leveraged loan market further.
“It’s mechanical. Loan margins will need to
go higher to draw support,” said a syndicated
loan banker
Loan margins have already increased by
100bp on B2/B rated credits to 500bp-550bp
since the outbreak of the war in Ukraine in
February. And on top of that, underwritten
banks are having to offer a steep discount
to investors to get deals done.
Existing leveraged borrowers are also
having to pay up on incremental loans.
European higher education platform Galileo
Global Education offered investors 500bp
over Euribor for its €300m TLB add-on -- much
higher than the 375bp on a €1bn refinancing
loan it raised a year ago.

placements in an attempt to take risk down on
their balance sheets, and while the leveraged
finance primary markets are still effectively
closed to riskier jumbo deals.
Sources say that lead banks on a €2.1bnequivalent term loan B backing Unilever’s
sale of its tea business to CVC recently sold
a chunk of the deal in sterling to one or more
Asian banks. The size of the placement is not
known, but underwriters Bank of America,
Barclays, Goldman Sachs and Citigroup had
initially been planning to place £400m of the
deal in sterling. Spokespersons for all four
banks declined to comment.
Deals still on banks’ balance sheets include
a €1bn term loan B backing Bain Capital’s
purchase of French IT services firm Inetum,
underwritten by Credit Suisse and BNP
Paribas. There is also a term loan B of up
to €800m backing the merger between
Spanish call-centre company Konecta and
its Italian peer Comdata, underwritten by JP
Morgan, Credit Agricole, BNP Paribas and
Deutsche Bank.

NOT ON THE SAME PAGE
The situation is made more complicated by
the fact that not every desk is on the same
page when it comes to selling.
“There’s always an issue around that in times
like this,” said one senior leveraged finance
banker. “Some banks want to sell, and some
don’t. That makes it a more complex situation
on these deals.”
Recently BNP Paribas, one of the
underwriters of the £6.6bn in financing
backing CD&R’s purchase of Morrisons, chose
not to participate in the private placement of
the super senior high-yield bonds on the basis
that the market could improve. Other lenders
on the deal sold the €545m piece at 85.
“They took the decision that the business
is performing, and that there was no need
to sell at a distressed price,” said a source
familiar with the transaction.
Banks that are opting to hold onto deals
often have larger balance sheets, and so are
more able to hold onto risk and weather the
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LOWER LEVERAGE
As primary market financing costs trend
higher, analysts expect private equity
sponsors will need to strike new buyout deals
with lower leverage multiples in order to
maintain headroom on debt service profiles.
“Even if a business could afford a senior
debt coupon above 600bp and the additional

cost of interest rate hedging, that’s a much
higher interest expense than we’ve seen
since pre-2007. Cash conversion becomes
more challenging. Leverage levels have to
come down,” said Edward Eyerman, managing
director and the head of European leveraged
finance at Fitch Ratings.
“The primary loan market will remain
challenging for sponsors until syndicated
market funding conditions stabilize.”
WALKING AWAY
One of the problems faced by the European
CLO market is that investors are walking away
from the asset class as they look to manage
risk ahead of a potential recession.
“People are much more worried about
Europe than the US market, which has led
to a repricing of risk on the CLO side. A lot
of investors are just exiting the market at the
moment,” said Ian Perrin, associate managing
director of the structured finance group at
Moody’s.
CLO fund managers and investors are
hoping market volatility will ease up after the
summer break.
“The summer will be written off and people
now hope things will be getting better in
September,” said Perrin. “We have gone
through once such market turmoil during
Covid in 2020, we’ll see if this round plays
out differently.”
(Additional reporting by Eleanor Duncan)
storm, said bankers.
“There could be two reasons to sell - one
is to make room to underwrite new deals.
The other is that people have a view that the
market is going to get worse so this is the best
price you’re going to get,” said the banker.

PRIVATE DEBT ROUND-UP

A collection of news and insights from across
the private debt markets.
• Direct lender PGIM Private Capital
provided nearly US$10bn of senior debt and
junior capital globally in the first half of the year.
It extended credit to more than 140 middlemarket companies and projects globally in
what constituted a record first-half origination
volume for the firm. PGIM Private Capital is a
source of private debt for public and private
companies and is the private capital arm
of PGIM, the US$1.4trn global investment
management business of Prudential Financial.
• Twin Brook served as administrative agent
on debt financing to support LNC Partners-
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IN THE NEWS
MidOcean launches program to buttress women in asset management
Asset Manager MidOcean Partners has
launched Women’s Awareness Initiative, a
program that seeks to bridge the gender
diversity gap in the asset management
industry.
The enterprise aims to bring together
institutions committed to advancing gender
diversity while building a supportive platform
for women.
Established by MidOcean Managing
Director and ESG/Compliance Officer
Candice Richards, WAI has been endorsed
by Institutional Limited Partners Association,
a private equity asset class trade association.
WAI has been added to the organization’s
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Roadmap.
It will create workshops and programs that
help women build relationships and hone their
career-related skillsets, and will include all
firms regardless of size or diversity make-up.

As a signatory of WAI, asset management
firms will commit to the following: establishing
a firm-wide communications channel for
female employees to foster relationships
among women of all levels of the organization;
hosting an annual intrafirm women’s event to
build camaraderie; exposing high school- and
college-aged women to career paths in asset
management; and participating in the Annual
WAI Meeting by sending a firm representative
to discuss year-over-year progress and goals.
“Our catalyst for establishing WAI was the
realization that given our position of influence,
our actions have the potential to make real
change and impact in our industry and set the
stage for multi-generational impact,” Richards
said. “I feel incredibly fortunate to work for
a firm that has supported me throughout
my career and has given me the runway to
develop a framework to seek to create more

backed CrossLink Professional Tax Solutions’
acquisition of TaxPro Firm, a professional tax
preparation service provider, and Audit Allies
Association, an audit assistance solution for
taxpayers.
• Twin Brook served as administrative
agent on debt financing to support Inverness
Graham-backed SupplyLogic’s add-on
acquisition of WebbMason.
• Direct lender Comvest Credit Partners has
acted as administrative agent in providing
a US$105m senior secured credit facility to
beverage provider Fat Tuesday. The financing
will be used to fund the company’s strategic
acquisitions and business growth.
• Twin Brook served as administrative
agent on debt financing to support EagleTree
Capital-backed the Channel Company’s addon acquisition of Incisive Technology.
• Alternative asset manager Sound Point
Capital Management provided an accounts
receivable facility for auto parts and systems
designer Dura Automotive. Dura will use
proceeds of the facility to support the growth
across its three core business segments,
including its electric vehicle (BEV) battery
trays business unit. Dura is a MiddleGround
Capital portfolio company.
• Churchill Asset Management and Crescent
Capital Group have provided a senior secured
credit facility to support sponsor Northlane
Capital Partner’s acquisition of Infobase, a
cloud-based education provider. Crescent
was lead left and administrative agent, while
Churchill was syndication agent.
• Private debt lender Stellus Capital
Management provided a unitranche financing

and an equity co-investment to support Blue
Sage Capital’s acquisition of well-equipment
maker Baker Manufacturing Company.
Stellus was founded in 2012 and formed in
conjunction with the spin-out of the Direct
Capital Unit of the D.E. Shaw group.
• Twin Brook served as administrative
agent on debt financing to support Industrial
Growth Partners’ leveraged buyout of Double
E, a manufacturer of web converting and
web handling components and equipment,
including shafts, chucks, core plugs, roll
handlers, roll and cart movers, and specialized
rollers.
• Twin Brook served as administrative
agent on debt financing to support Eir
Partners’ refinancing and add-on acquisition
of ClaimLogiq, an IT company that offers
healthcare payment software development
and sales services.
• Twin Brook served as administrative
agent on debt financing to support EagleTree
Capital’s recapitalization of FuseFX, an
independent visual effects studio that
produces visual effects for television, film,
commercials, and virtual production.
• MidCap Financial, a commercial finance
company focused on middle market
transactions, announced it has provided a
senior secured credit facility to at-home fitness
company Echelon Fitness Multimedia LLC and
Echelon Fit Canada Inc. Proceeds from the
financing will be used for Echelon’s business
needs by providing ongoing working capital
for growth and expansion.
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By Michelle Sierra

opportunities for under-represented groups
within the asset management industry.”
Additional founding members of WAI include
the Riverside Company, Avante Capital
Partners, and Churchill Asset Management.
Apart from WAI, MidOcean has sponsored
other initiatives aimed at supporting women.
These include: Rise Up, a program supporting
and inspiring women leaders at MidOcean’s
portfolio companies; the Quarterly Women’s
Breakfast Club series hosted in partnership
with Churchill; a Women’s Activation
Movement to provide tools and resources
for women professionals at MidOcean; and
Women at MidOcean, an internal affinity
group organizing events and networking for
employees and women from the broader
community.

ARES TO BACK HANGER BUY

Ares Capital has provided an up to US$945m
debt financing to back the acquisition of patient
care service Hanger by Patient Square Capital.
The debt financing comprises a US$685m
senior secured credit facilities that is made
up of a US$550m first-lien term loan facility,
a US$35m delayed draw first-lien term loan
facility and a US$100m senior secured
revolving credit facility, according to US
regulatory filings.
It also comes with a US$260m senior secured
second-lien term loan facility, made up of a
US$245m second-lien term loan facility and
a US$15m delayed draw second-lien term
loan facility.
The transaction, which valued the company
at US$1.25bn, is expected to close in the
fourth quarter of 2022, subject to stockholder
approval, regulatory approval and other
customary closing conditions.
Patient Square Capital committed to
purchase equity interests in the company to
US$410m.
Texas-headquartered Hanger specialized in
orthotic and prosthetic services for patients
through about 875 clinics across the US.
Bank of America is the financial adviser to
Hanger.
Hanger last tapped the loan market in March
2018 when it raised a US$505m term loan B
to back a refinancing of existing debt. The
loan priced at 350bp over Libor with a 0%
floor and 99.5 OID.
(NEWS cont’d on page 14)
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US MIDDLE MARKET CALENDAR

Deals in market as of July 28, 2022
— For a full calendar, see Loan Connector

Total: US$3.33bn
Borrower
Name

Major
Industry Group

Moodys Bank S&P Bank
Loan Current Loan Current

Lead
Arranger

Tranche
Active Date

Hemisphere Media Holdings LLC

Broadcasting			

Wells Fargo Bank NA		

Bristol Bay Native Corp

Agriculture			

Puma Buyer LLC
RGMZ Borrower 1 LLC

Business Services			

Deal
Purpose

Tranche
Type

Tranche
Base Rate &
Amt. (US$m) Margin (bp)

Leveraged Buyout

Term Loan B

370		

Bank of America NA		

General Purpose

Revolver/Line >= 1 Yr.

350		

Retail & Supermarkets					

Leveraged Buyout

Term Loan B

325

TSOFR + 450

Keybank NA		

General Purpose

Revolver/Line >= 1 Yr.

240

TSOFR + 225

AXIP Energy Services LP

Chemicals, Plastics & Rubber			JPMorgan Chase Bank National Association		

General Purpose

Revolver/Line >= 1 Yr.

203.4

TSOFR + 375

Shryne Group Inc

Retail & Supermarkets					

General Purpose

Term Loan

Flagship Healthcare Op Partnership LP Healthcare			

170		

Fifth Third Bank		

General Purpose

Term Loan A

165

TSOFR + 185

Services			

JP Morgan Chase Bank NA		

General Purpose

Revolver/Line >= 1 Yr.

150

TSOFR + 125

Flagship Healthcare Op Partnership LP Healthcare			

Fifth Third Bank		

General Purpose

Revolver/Line >= 1 Yr.

100

TSOFR + 185
TSOFR + 150

Vericel Corp

OID

MA Mortenson Cos Inc

Construction			

Wells Fargo Bank NA		

General Purpose

Revolver/Line >= 1 Yr.

100

MA Mortenson Cos Inc

Construction			

Wells Fargo Bank NA		

General Purpose

Revolver/Line >= 1 Yr.

100

TSOFR + 150

Medical Transportation Mgmt Inc

Healthcare			

Wells Fargo Bank NA		

Acquisition

Term Loan A

100

TSOFR + 275

Puma Buyer LLC

Retail & Supermarkets					

Leveraged Buyout

Term Loan

100

TSOFR + 775

950 Hotel Property LLC

Hotel & Gaming			

CTBC Bank Co Ltd		

General Purpose

Term Loan

99		

Alert SRC Newco LLC				

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce		

Acquisition

Term Loan

90		

© Refinitiv LPC 2022. All rights reserved. Refinitiv LPC content received through this service is the intellectual property of Refinitiv LPC or its third party suppliers. Refinitiv LPC service agreement. Neither Refinitiv LPC nor its third party suppliers shall be liable for any errors, omissions or delays in content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. Republication or redistribution of content provided by Refinitiv
LPC is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of Refinitiv LPC, except where permitted by the terms of the relevant Refinitiv LPC service agreement. Contact Refinitiv LPC at lpc.info@refinitiv.
com., (1) 888-319-5216 (Americas) or (44) 207-542-8405 (EMEA) or (852) 2294-8853 (APAC) for additional information.

LEAD BANKS SELL NORGINE

Goldman Sachs, Jefferies and KKR Capital
Markets have successfully sold a €650m
buyout financing for pharmaceutical company
Norgine directly to private credit firms, in a
milestone deal that could pave the way for
similar trades.
The three banks underwrote €650m in
senior loans to back the acquisition of a
majority stake in Norgine by Goldman Sachs’s
private equity arm.
But instead of going to the volatile public
syndicated markets, where yields have been
seen as high as 11%, leads took the decision to
sell the financing direct to private credit firms.
The move is very unusual for the leveraged
buyout market, where banks usually
underwrite deals and then distribute the risk
to the leveraged finance markets via either
loans or high-yield bonds.
The leads banks’ strategy paid off on
Norgine as the deal was well within flex, so
the underwriters made full fees, according to
two sources familiar.
“This was a rare successful underwrite in a
very tricky market but the flexible set up and
underwrite into the direct lenders was what
made it work,” said one of the sources.
The arrangers never contemplated selling
the deal on a rated basis to CLO managers,
said sources.
The pricing on the loan firmed at 625bp over
Euribor with an OID of 96.5, according to the
two sources. The financing also included a
€65m revolving credit facility.
Direct lenders have been increasingly active
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in helping to finance leveraged buyouts as the
syndicated market remains frozen thanks to
investor fears around a potential recession
and spiralling inflation.
Sellers have been holding dual-track
financing processes, meaning that they are
asking for financing pitches from both banks
and direct lenders. In some cases, direct
lenders have even started to undercut banks
on the cost of debt, giving the private credit
market an unprecedented advantage in the
fight for market share.
In addition, private credit firms have
been picking up chunks of around €25bnequivalent in M&A financing that underwriters
have found themselves unable to shift as the
market sours. Banks backing CD&R’s buyout
of UK supermarket Morrisons have been
privately placing pieces of the deal in recent
months – often at a loss.
In the past week, banks backing Belgian
gaming company Gaming1’s acquisition by
CVC started approaching direct lenders to
see if they will take the risk after struggling
to get a €300m term loan B across the line
in the syndicated market.

CVC BACKS FORTERRO BUY

CVC Credit has provided a senior debt
facilities to support private market firm Partners
Group to acquire software service provider
Forterro Group on behalf of its client.
Founded in 2012 and headquartered in
London, Forterro has a portfolio of 11 enterprise
resource planning software brands, serving
over 10,000 small-to-mid-sized manufacturers.

It has 1,200 employees across its European
offices in UK, Sweden, France, Switzerland,
Germany and Poland.
Tom Hayhurst, director at CVC Credit, said:
“With a loyal customer base and a suite
of top-quality products, we are confident
that, with Partners Group’s entrepreneurial
governance approach and focus on value
creation, Forterro will go from strength-tostrength, continuing to build on its successful
growth strategy.”
CVC Credit has offices in the US and Europe
with more than 60 investment personnel and
over €26bn assets under management.

BLACKROCK BETS ON DIRECT
LENDING

BlackRock is betting on direct lending to
seize opportunities in corporate financing as
it anticipates a flurry of deals from borrowers
shut out of public debt markets.
Higher rates and tightening financial
conditions will put company balance sheets to
the test as markets discount future earnings,
potentially triggering more to seek alternative
sources of financing out of traded markets.
In its 2022 mid-year global credit outlook,
BlackRock said businesses least prepared
to withstand these changes may find private
market solutions more essential as risk
premiums, spread decompression and
investor selectivity increase.
“Risk premiums are rising, and investor
protections are improving, and as public
market volatility remains high, some
companies will turn to private markets for
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IN THE NEWS
CDS volumes surge as bond trading slumps
Credit default swap trading volumes have
skyrocketed this year as it has become harder
for investors to buy and sell corporate bonds,
forcing them to turn to derivatives and other
instruments to shift positions quickly.
A record US$8.2trn in CDS traded in the first
half of 2022, data from ISDA show, US$2trn
above the previous high reached during the
first half of 2020 when the Covid-19 pandemic
hit. That contrasts with a notable decline in
corporate bond trading volumes.
More than 80% of the CDS activity came in
just four indices that track corporate credit in
the US and Europe, showing how prominent a
role these macro hedging products now play
in financial markets. That includes a surge in
interest in iTraxx Crossover, the European
high-yield CDS index, which recently hit its
most distressed level since April 2020 amid
concerns about an impending recession in
the region.
“Secondary market liquidity has been
tougher this year. Most investors have been
moving into higher quality names and it’s
become more difficult to source those bonds,”
said Sunita Kara, co-head of global high-yield
credit at Aviva Investors.
“We are in the process of using a CDS index
overlay to help us to be aligned with shorter,
sharper credit cycles as market liquidity has
become more difficult. If you need to move
quickly, CDS is a tool that’s available right now
while we then work to shift our cash positions
over a longer time period.”
Concerns over liquidity – the ease of buying
and selling bonds in secondary markets –
have ebbed and flowed in recent years as
a rapid rise in electronic trading has helped
increase turnover. Trading volumes increased
significantly on both sides of the Atlantic in
the first half of 2020 when the pandemic first
struck, suggesting investors were able to
rejig debt portfolios despite the high levels
of volatility.
That has changed during this year’s bout of
turbulence prompted by concerns over rising

interest rates, the Ukraine war and a struggling
economy. Trading activity has trended lower,
with US corporate bond volumes down 13%
compared with their peak in the first half of
2020, according to market-wide data from
bond trading platform MarketAxess. But the
greatest slowdown has come in the far smaller
and less liquid European high-yield market,
where average daily trading volumes have
slumped 22% in the second quarter from a
year ago.
“The market was functioning much better
during Covid-19,” said David Allen, chief
investment officer of AlbaCore Capital
Group. “You had a very active market in a
worse environment. Today you have a better
backdrop and yet you can’t move paper
because the market is broken.”

financing solutions,” it said.
Bond sales in the high-yield corporate bond
market have tumbled so far this year on the
back of deepening recession fears, fueled by
central bank tightening to combat rampant
inflation, and Russia’s war in Ukraine.
The handful of companies that have dared
to raise funds in recent months have had to
pay up to attract interest from credit fund
managers, who in turn are taking a hit from
outflows and struggling to get out of positions

as liquidity in the secondary market dries up.
The latest high-yield fixed-rate deal, 888
Holdings’ €400m of 7.558% five-year notes,
priced at a huge discount to par, at 85.346,
implying a yield of 11.5%.
Private lending is offering roughly a 200bp–
400bp spread premium for illiquidity and
idiosyncratic risk on a credit-matched basis,
BlackRock said.
“Opportunistic transactions are less
comparable to traded markets, but we expect

MACRO HEDGES
CDS indices have become more popular
among investors in recent years as a way
to reshuffle exposures in a fast and efficient
way during times of market stress, along with
other macro products such as exchangetraded funds.
There has been an increase in ETF volumes
this year too, particularly in the US. The iShares
iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF
recorded its busiest ever six-month period
in the first half of 2022 with 5.5bn trades,
according to Refinitiv data.
There are clear signs that investors are
turning to these instruments to adjust their
exposure instead of selling bonds. One
high-yield manager said the gap between
iTraxx Crossover and European high-yield
corporate bond spreads recently ballooned
to three standard deviations away from its
long-term average, implying the differential
between CDS and bond markets has only
been so extreme just 1% of the time.
The same investor pointed to credit ETFs
trading at discounts to their net asset values
in recent weeks, an indication that people
are willing to sell the ETF at a price that is far
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below the combined value of the underlying
securities it tracks.
“To me, that is a good indicator of the price
of liquidity in this market,” the investor said.
“People want to take down risk so much that
they are willing to sell the ETF below fair value
or . . . they are willing to buy [CDS] protection
even though the valuation looks extreme
versus cash markets.”
One credit trader put it even more bluntly:
“People are buying CDS because they can’t
sell bonds.”
EUROPEAN PAIN
European credit markets have taken a
particularly hard beating lately. The differential
to US investment-grade CDS index recently
hit its widest level since the aftermath of the
eurozone sovereign debt crisis around a
decade ago, according to IHS Markit.
Even so, one senior bank trader said his firm
isn’t seeing forced sellers in the market, noting
signs that fund flows are stabilizing and that
most clients now appear to be defensively
positioned. Instead, most attribute the stress
in European credit to the economy’s souring
prospects due to the Ukraine war and looming
energy crisis.
“The reason European high-yield is
underperforming the US is because the
macroeconomic risks in Europe are that much
greater,” said another high-yield investor.
Now, the million-dollar question is whether
corporate debt prices have fallen far enough
to lure buyers back in. Some are certainly
eyeing up opportunities.
“Duration [sensitivity to interest rate moves]
continues to hurt high-yield bonds, but we
believe that will be an asset,” said Armen
Panossian, head of performing credit at
Oaktree Capital Management, speaking at
a recent roundtable. “We’re monitoring that
inflection point. Right now it makes more sense
to be orientated towards floating-rate credit,
but rotation [into high-yield] makes sense.”

a higher volume of deals to provide attractive
illiquidity and complexity premium,” it said.
Private lending instruments have swollen
to US$1.2trn, becoming one of the fastest
growing segments in corporate finance.
In May, BlackRock reportedly raised about
US$2bn, half of its targeted amount, for a
new private credit fund. Fundraising was still
ongoing.
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LOAN CONNECTOR/DEALSCAN

Loan Connector/
DealScan allows you
to create custom
graphs, charts and
league tables
on-demand; great for
pitch books,
information
memorandums, etc.
The custom graphs,
charts and tables are
ideal for
demonstrating
market trends or
highlighting your
company’s activities
in a particular sector.
The content is also
excellent for internal
research purposes.
For more information
on the Loan
Connector /DealScan
service, contact
Refinitiv LPC at (646)
223-6890 or
lpc.info@refinitiv.com.
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1H22 Overall middle market volume by industry

Source: Refinitiv LPC

1H22 Overall middle market volume by purpose

Source: Refinitiv LPC
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LEAGUE TABLES

1H22 regional league tables
N. Central Regional Middle Market Bookrunner Volume
(North Central: IA, IL, IN, MI, MN, MO, ND, NE, OH, SD, WI)
				
Rank Lender Parent

Pro Rata
Volume (USD)

Deal
Count

Market
Share

Northeast Regional Middle Market Bookrunner Volume
(Northeast: CT, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT)
				
Rank Lender Parent

Pro Rata
Volume (USD)

Deal
Count

Market
Share
14.91%

1

JP Morgan

$2,207,166,666.67

18

14.50%

1

JP Morgan

$1,949,450,000.00

21

2

BofA Securities

1,786,400,000.00

13

11.73

2

PNC Bank

1,915,650,000.00

12

14.65

3

Wells Fargo & Co

1,485,833,333.33

7

9.76

3

BofA Securities

1,683,386,666.67

15

12.88

4

PNC Bank

1,117,333,333.34

8

7.34

4

Wells Fargo & Co

1,393,933,333.33

10

10.66
5.74

5

Huntington Bancshares

1,034,766,666.67

10

6.80

5

Citizens Financial Group

750,506,407.12

12

6

CIBC

955,365,422.35

15

6.28

6

Rabobank

465,000,000.00

3

3.56

7

Antares Holdings

759,556,333.33

9

4.99

7

Toronto Dominion Bank

463,360,000.00

5

3.54

8

US Bancorp

676,666,666.67

5

4.44

8

Goldman Sachs & Co

362,583,333.34

4

2.77

9

KeyBank

527,666,666.67

4

3.47

9

US Bancorp

338,360,000.00

3

2.59

9

3.36

10

Truist Financial

325,283,333.33

5

2.49

10

BMO Capital Markets Financing Inc511,239,666.68

Source: Refinitiv LPC

Source: Refinitiv LPC

S. Central Regional Middle Market Bookrunner Volume
(South Central: AR, KS, LA, OK, TX)
			
Rank
Lender Parent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pro Rata
Volume (USD)

Wells Fargo & Co
$3,204,166,666.67
BOK Financial Corp
2,680,119,047.62
JP Morgan
2,345,133,333.34
BofA Securities
1,152,133,333.34
Texas Capital Bancshares Inc 1,004,285,714.29
PNC Bank
857,335,714.29
Fifth Third Bank
726,852,380.95
Citi
567,000,000.00
Capital One Financial Corp
464,316,666.67
Regions Bank
414,400,000.00

Deal
Count
21
15
18
13
6
8
10
7
6
7

Market
Share

18.88%
15.79
13.82
6.79
5.92
5.05
4.28
3.34
2.74
2.44

Southeast Regional Middle Market Bookrunner Volume
(Southeast: AL, DC, DE, FL, GA, KY, MD, MS, NC, SC, TN, VA, WV)
			
Rank
Lender Parent

Pro Rata
Volume (USD)

Deal
Count

1

JP Morgan

$2,784,818,357.34

26

14.34%

2

Wells Fargo & Co

2,704,784,761.89

28

13.92

3

BofA Securities

1,355,833,333.33

11

6.98

4

PNC Bank

1,349,033,115.67

10

6.94

5

Citizens Financial Group

1,180,171,428.57

10

6.08

6

Varagon Capital Partners

922,914,000.00

10

4.75

7

Regions Bank

913,950,000.00

11

4.70

8

BOK Financial Corp

719,666,666.66

4

3.70

9

BMO Capital Markets Financing Inc 716,101,261.90

9

3.69

US Bancorp

7

2.84

10

552,338,095.24

Source: Refinitiv LPC

In order to better capture middle market
Refinitiv LPC publishes middle market
lending volume, Refinitiv LPC divides the
league tables for borrowers with sales
middle market rankings into the following
size less than or equal to $500 million.
two segments:
In cases where borrower sale size is
unavailable, deal size will be used to
Traditional MM League Table
determine league status. Deals greater
Deal Size >= $100M
than $500 million will NOT be recognized
for middle market rankings, irrespective
Large Middle Market League Table
of borrower sale size. In addition, the
Deal Size > $100M and >= $500M
following types of deals will be excluded
from the rankings:
Refinitiv LPC also publishes quarterly
• Joint ventures with large corporate regional middle market league tables.
borrowers
North Central: IA, IL, IN, MI,
MN, MO, ND, NE, OH, SD, WI
• Subsidiaries of large corporate
borrowers
Northeast: CT, MA, ME, NH,
NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT
• Receivable financing

• Traditional project finance deals

South Central: AR, KS, LA, OK, TX

• Add-on or incremental facilities for

Southeast: AL, DC, DE, FL, GA, KY,
MD, MS, NC, SC, TN, VA, WV

• Telecom, REITs and financial services

West: AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT,
NM, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY

large corporate borrowers
industries
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Market
Share

Source: Refinitiv LPC

West Regional Middle Market Bookrunner Volume
(West: AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR, UT, WA, WY)
			
Rank Lender Parent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Wells Fargo & Co
JP Morgan
BofA Securities
US Bancorp
Monroe Capital LLC
Citizens Financial Group
SVB Financial Group
Truist Financial
Barings Finance LLC
Antares Holdings

Pro Rata
Volume (USD)

$3,260,833,333.34
1,975,500,000.00
1,974,258,000.00
851,000,000.00
576,933,000.00
500,699,684.22
354,166,666.67
352,916,666.67
349,350,000.00
339,536,350.89

Deal
Count
15
19
17
8
3
7
5
4
2
3

Market
Share

21.26%
12.88
12.87
5.55
3.76
3.26
2.31
2.30
2.28
2.21

Source: Refinitiv LPC

For more league tables in the middle market and other global league tables,
visit www.loanconnector.com
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IN THE NEWS

— cont’d from p. 17

US leveraged loans register steep losses last two months,
return -4.45% in 2Q
Driven by steep market value losses across
May and June, US leveraged loans posted
negative returns of -4.45% in the second
quarter, the worst quarterly return since
1Q20, according to the S&P/LSTA Leveraged
Loans Index.
Across corporate credit, senior secured
floating-rate loans fared better compared to
US high yield bonds (-10%) and US investment
grade bonds (-6.7%), while the S&P 500
plummeted 16.4% in the second quarter, to
-20.6% over the first half of the year (Fig. 1).
Year-to-date, leveraged loans are returning
-4.6%, ahead of both high yield and investment
grade bonds, which logged returns of -14%
and -13.9%, respectively, according to ICE
BofA Bond Indices.
In Europe it was a similar picture. The
average bid among the European LPC Top
40 plummeted by over 8 points in the second
quarter to the 89.7 level, including 714bp
across May and June alone. Average marks
stand 935bp lower in 1H22, translating to a
return of -7.6%, including -7.1% in the second
quarter alone, according to the S&P European
Leveraged Loan Index (Fig. 2).
Highlighting the negative sentiment, loan
returns of -4.7% over May and June were the
worst since March 2020, when the pandemic
forced many sectors of the economy to shut
down and hovered at levels comparable to
what the market observed in 2008. The impact
was felt broadly beyond the leveraged loan
market, as it became clear how high inflation
was running and the task that stood before
the Federal Reserve and other central banks
in managing market pressures. In the US, the
Fed responded by raising its benchmark rate
half a percentage point in May, followed by
an increase of three-quarters of a percentage
point last month. Leveraged loans, which
benefitted from higher rate expectations in
the first quarter, reacted to the rapid pace of
monetary tightening and an aggressive Fed
willing to risk economic growth to contain the
highest level of inflation in 40 years.
Loan returns suffered steep drops of 72bp
on May 12 and 84bp a month later as year-
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By Hugo Pereira

Fig. 1: 2Q22 returns were the worst since 1Q20

Source: ICE BofA Indices, S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index, S&P 500

Fig. 2: In Europe, secondary levels drop sharply;
average bid-ask spreads spike

Source: Refinitiv LPC

to-date returns swung deeper into negative
territory (Fig. 3). Higher Libor and SOFR base
rates added 116bp of interest income across
2Q, buffeting investors from deeper losses.
In the secondary, loans rebounded from
the shock delivered to markets from Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine in February and the
economic fallout, including a jump in crude
oil prices. The market stabilized with the LPC
100 advancing 228bp since mid-March to
pre-invasion levels at the 97.7 context by early
April, translating to positive returns across
March and April. Since then, the LPC 100
has declined almost 5 points across May and

June to the 92.2 context, as investor react to
a hawkish Fed and shed risk assets. Across
May and June, loan decliners led advancers
in 28 out of the 44 trading days, sending the
average bid-ask spread on the LPC 100 47bp
higher to the 108bp range, the highest in two
years (Fig. 4).
Looking across ratings, loans lower on the
credit spectrum performed the worst with
returns for Triple C rated loans falling 7.7%
in 2Q, compared to -4.9% for B rated and
-3.1% for Double B rated loans, according
to data from the S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan
Index. Across industries, macro concerns
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IN THE NEWS
drove average marks lower although oil and
gas loans, buoyed by expensive crude oil,
outperformed, and stand just 1 point lower
in 2Q22 at the 95.6 context.
Across the US secondary, the share of multiquoted US institutional loans trading above
par edged lower to include just 1% of loans,
while the share of loans marked between
90 and 95 jumped 43% to encompass half
of loans. Tellingly, the steep decline in the
secondary has not translated to a jump in
market distressed levels (below 80 bid),
which have ticked up marginally throughout
the quarter to the 5% range.
One sign of the rapidly changing landscape
this year includes retail demand for leveraged
loans, which reached a record US$19.5bn
of inflows into open-ended loan funds in
1Q22, as investors flocked to floating-rate
instruments in place of fixed-rate high yield
bonds (US$26.9bn outflow). In the second
quarter, bank loan funds reversed course,
registering steep outflows of US$10.46bn
since May, alongside high yield bonds
(US$17.1bn), as credit quality and economic
growth become top concerns for investors
(Fig. 5). Fund performance followed the
broader market, with the average return for
open-ended loan funds ending 1H22 at -5.6%,
with individual fund returns ranging from -8%
to -2.3%, according to Refinitiv Lipper. Retail
demand drove AUM for loan mutual-funds
and ETFs higher for 18 consecutive months
until April. Since then AUM has declined 10%
to US$154bn.
Despite the volatility in the secondary
market, and the retail bid exiting the asset
class in the second quarter, US Collateralized
Loan Obligations (CLOs), the largest source
of demand for leveraged loans, remained
active, expanding AUM by 5% through 1H22
to US$927bn. CLOs added US$40bn of new
paper in 2Q, taking the total for the first half of
the year to US$71.7bn, 11% behind last year, or
the second-busiest start to a year on record.
Market observers expect issuance to slow
in the second half of the year, with JP Morgan
downgrading its new-issue forecast from
US$110bn-US$120bn to US$90bn-US$100bn.
(NEWS cont’d on page 20)
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Fig. 3: Returns remain in deeply
negative territory across markets

Source: S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index,ICE BofA Indices, S&P 500

Fig. 4: The average bid on the LPC 100
drops 5 points over May and June

Source: LSTA/Refinitiv LPC MTM Pricing

Fig. 5: Bank loan and HY bond funds
register large outflows in 2Q

Source: Refinitiv Lipper, LSTA/Refinitiv LPC MTM Pricing
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The volatility kept smaller managers at bay, but
large established players were able to price
deals albeit at wider spreads and, in some
cases, adjust structures to include shorter
re-investment and non-call periods. Average
Triple A spreads over SOFR for new-issue
CLOs jumped from the mid-140bp range at
the beginning of the quarter to 184bp in June,
with several deals pricing with a coupon of
200bp or higher (Fig. 6).
From a returns perspective, the volatility
drove down returns for senior CLO bonds
(rated Triple A and Double A) to -1.46% in
2Q, compared to a -0.25% return in 1Q. CLO
mezzanine debt (rated Single A to Double B)
returned -5.13% in the quarter, compared to
0.04% last quarter, according to the Palmer
Square CLO Index.
In Europe, CLO issuance declined 60%
across 2Q to €4bn, with activity across risk
markets hampered by concerns ranging
from inflation and the expectation of tighter
monetary policy by the ECB, to high energy
prices stemming from the ongoing war in
Ukraine. Average new-issue Triple A spreads
widened from 114bp over Euribor in April to
140bp by June.
Notwithstanding the volatile environment
filled with headline risk from inflation to war
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Fig. 6: New-issue spreads jump in 2Q
across US and European CLOs

Source: Refinitiv LPC, IFR

and plunging markets, borrowers in the
leveraged space remain well capitalized,
keeping default risk at bay, for now. Default
activity across the first half of 2022 stands at
US$10.6bn, or US$5.8bn higher compared to
the previous six months, according to Fitch
Ratings, sending the TTM default rate higher
to 0.9%, although activity was centered around
a few large defaulters, making up 74% of
defaulted volume in 1H22.
The rating agency notes that activity reflects

the strong liquidity profile of borrowers that
seized on historically low rates and stimulus
over the post-Covid period to lock in financing
and extend debt maturities. Nevertheless,
Fitch forecasts default rates to increase to 1.5%
by year-end and to the 1.5% to 2% range in
2023, reflecting lower estimates for economic
growth and elevated risk of a recession.
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